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to take the attitude of disinterestedness, impersonality, and objectivity which 
morality presupposes, and which is demanded of the conscientious man who 
makes social utility the end of his conduct, is to admit that the morally good 
is defined by its rational form. Apart from this moral attitude there are 
customs or morals (des mceurs) but no morality. Hence, of the two elements 
which, according to Belot, characterize morality, viz., utility and rationality, 
the former must be subordinated to the latter, and Belot really comes nearer 
to pure moral rationalism than he himself admits. Moreover, since whatever 
appears to the conscientious man as rationally convincing will appear to him 
also as rationally imperative, it is not true that the idea of moral obligation 
must be or can be abandoned. 

I must pass over the chapter entitled La morality, le bien et les biens with the 
remark that while the critic speaks very appreciatively of M. Fouillee's work, 
he thinks that it adds nothing essentially new to ideas that the author has 
often expressed before, though less connectedly. Nor do I think this chapter 
adds anything to the understanding of M. Parodi's position. The whole book, 
however, is well worth reading for its clear exposition and sane criticism of 
ihe works of a number of leading French writers representing different current 
ethical tendencies. 

GEORGE S. PATTON. 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY. 

Das Erkenntnisproblem und seine kritische LUsung. Von BERTHOLD KERN. 

Berlin, August Hirschwald, I9IO.-Pp. I95. 

This work of Kern is distinctly an effort to treat the problem of knowledge 
from a logical standpoint. In this respect it belongs beside the works of 
Natorp, Riehl, and others who have been inspired by the inexhaustible wealth 
of Kant's critical writings. Kern has the customary contempt of the modern 
German epistemologists for metaphysical questions, and accordingly tries 
to confine himself entirely to the explanation-to him the simplification-of 
the 'given experience.' In these efforts to simplify, his purpose is everywhere 
to make gray and indifferent concepts which are ordinarilly contrasted. This 
seems more important to Kern than to construct a carefully articulated epis- 
temology which might well serve as the basis of a metaphysics and a philosophy 
of the empirical sciences. In a sense, however, this last comment is too severe, 
for the reader feels that, in spite of these limitations, Kern has struck into the 
very heart of the problem of knowledge. That, having comprehended this 
problem, he has tried to simplify it is perhaps the greatest merit of his work. 

One cannot get a better idea of the import of Kern's theory of knowledge or 
understand the spirit of his point of view, than by following through in 
detail the various sections. Frequently the reader loses sight of the whole 
in the labyrinth of detail, much of which requires a broad perspective, just as 
many of the dialogues in Mr. James's stories become clear only when the whole 
episode is in mind. Kern thinks the greatest contribution of Kant to the 
general Theory of Knowledge lies in the 'ready-madeness' of the descriptive 
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concepts with which our crude experience is made over into knowledge. 
Kant's greatest defect, we are told, lies in the effort to make these concepts 
transcendental, an effort which leads easily into the dualism of an inner and 
an outer world. Kern casts aside all innate ideas and spiritualistic principles 
as useless complications; he also casts aside all dualistic and pluralistic im- 
plications as neither necessary nor pertinent to the theory of knowledge. The 
central pivot of Kern's work is this group of ready-made descriptive concepts. 
It is by these that we build our consciously conceived universe out of the raw, 
uncategorized elements of experience. The general character of these de- 
scriptive-concepts is illustrated by such terms as sensation, perception, and 
thought. These concepts have merely a logical reality, as the presuppositions 
or conditions of our power to weave facts into a system of knowledge. This 
system of knowledge, thus built up or constituted through these descriptive- 
concepts, is therefore purely a logical construction, postulated for the practical 
purposes of our ordinary living. The organized world of perceptual and 
conceptual knowledge centers about the shifting ideas and purposes of our 
every-day practical life. Knowledge becomes organized that living may have 
a cosmos. The highest purpose of this practical living is the desire for unity, 
for an homogeneous, intelligible universe. Unity is the supreme conceptual 
postulate, underlying and determining all thought activity. 

Kern cuts the Gordian knot of the relation between the physical and the 
psychical by throwing both back on a background of mere logical identity. 
On this background the various descriptive-concepts mark off and bring into 
focus the difference between objective and subjective facts, which difference 
custom only has made us believe to be final. One portion of this background 
we consider physical through the use of one set of descriptive-concepts; another 
portion we consider psychical because it is constituted through another set. 
Between the two ranges lies an indeterminate marginal zone. Apparent 
differences in the constituent elements of knowledge are therefore merely 
logical, in no sense are they to be considered actually real. In this unifying 
mode of treatment-where the only differences are functional and not struc- 
tural-a fact as the element of our world that needs description may be con- 
sidered either physical or psychical according to the nature of the special set of 
descriptive-concepts we choose to employ in describing it. And, furthermore, 
these descriptive-concepts are themselves determined by the practical situation 
immediately before us. Kern thus feels himself in a position to make full use 
of his two-sided system of concepts. He speaks at one moment in terms of 
idealism, at another in terms of materialism, yet at the same time he cautions 
us to remember that beneath this "thought and speech" dualism lies the fun- 
damental logical unity of conceptual knowledge and actual fact. "Dass es 
fur uns beides gibt, verdanken wir unserem doppelseitigen Begriffssystem, 
welches wir weder dem Idealismus noch dem Materialismus opfern dfirfen. 
Aber ebensowenig darfen wir diesem Begriffssystem die Einsicht opfern, dass 
Erkenntnisinhalt und Wirklichkeitsinhalt ein und dasselbe sind" (p. I15). 

The various concepts with which we organize experience are themselves 
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either descriptive concepts or else their immediate products. On the physical 
side of the field, when we deal with the "space represented" elements of ex- 
perience, stand such concepts as substance, thing, force, energy, scientific law, 
and the like. When experience can be described without the use of space 
concepts then the fact is psychical. Some facts, however, can be described 
by either set of concepts. These pertain therefore to a kind of marginal zone 
-Uebergangszone-a logical 'pineal gland' which mediates between the 
two sets of descriptive-concepts, permitting physical to be transformed into 
psychical and psychical into physical. This marginal zone is the fulcrum 
which makes possible the solution of the problem of knowledge. On the 
psychical side of the zone the psychical concepts operate-sensation, percep- 
tion, and thought. These are essentially identical except in the relative ab- 
stractness of their conceptual products. The Ego is a highly conceptualized 
product of description. It is in itself without absolute value; it is a presup- 
position of the organizing activity of the various psychical descriptive-con- 
cepts which demand a spaceless and timeless core upon which to attach their 
various practical values. Joy, fear, love, and similar concepts represent these 
practical values having their center in the ego. And, finally, consciousness 
itself is nothing else than a kind of ready-made index of our whole mental 
activity. It is a process which dissolves away the moment we attempt to 
crystallize it about its own inner center of activity. 

Thus briefly described the theory of knowledge of Kern appears as a care- 
fully worked out system. It is a very subtle attempt to describe knowledge 
in terms of logical form, without becoming unvolved in the quagmire of meta- 
physical distinctions. Kern notes with regret that Schelling's identity of 
nature and spirit is "nur im Absoluten" (p. 65); he would make this identity 
everywhere. But has he succeeded in accomplishing this result by refusing 
at the very beginning to consider all metaphysical questions? There is un- 
doubtedly a separable theory of knowledge, distinct from other branches of 
philosophy, yet it has not now acquired either such scope or such authority 
that it can cast aside all consideration of the ultimate value, the real nature 
of its postulates. In Kern's case the hypothetical identity of the physical 
and the psychical in one vague logical continuum explains not the least the 
keys and wires of the whole system. If we grant to him his logical mechanisms, 
Kern is able, of course, to develop a well rounded and closely jointed theory 
of knowledge. Yet these postulates are, at the last analysis, justified in 
terms of their own reality or else in terms of the finished product. But Kern 
foregoes all considerations concerning the postulates of his theory of knowledge 
and then makes postulate and completed process so play into each other that 
no objective test is possible. Any theory of knowledge can be manufactured 
according to such a plan. 

This work of Kern, as well as that of other German and American epistemol- 
ogists, focuses our attention on a very pertinent matter. It is the relative 
distinctness of the theory of knowledge from other branches of philosophical 
enquiry. We all recognize that Kant's investigation into the nature of knowl- 
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edge was a prelude only to his efforts to state the kind of reality to be ascribed 
to its presuppositions. Understand the conditions of knowledge and we take 
the first step toward understanding the nature of reality. Kant saw this 
clearly. In the spirit of this he made the deduction of the categories of the 
second edition of the Kritik of Pure Reason more epistemological and less purely 
psychological than the deduction of the first edition. But modern writers on 
the theory of knowledge fail to make the position of their problem, its pos- 
tulates and its corollaries, clear to us. They have made it fairly distinct 
from psychology; now we should like to know whether the problem of knowl- 
edge is a part of metaphysics, perhaps an adjunct, or a field of enquiry quite 
distinct in limits and character. Can we discuss the conditions of knowledge 
without interesting ourselves in the nature of the predicates to be ascribed 
to the reality of its postulates? If so, then we cannot, as Kern and others so 
often do, bring in metaphysical considerations through the back door. 

ARTHUR S. DEWING. 

HARVARD UNIVERSITY. 

Das Geddchtnis. Die Ergebuisse der experimentellen Psychologie und ihre 
Anwendung in Unterricht und Erziehung. Von MAX OFFNER. Berlin, 
Reuther und Reichard, I909.-pp. 238. 

The author's purpose is to summarize the contributions made during the 
last twenty years by experimental psychology to our knowledge of memory. 
As the book is intended primarily for teachers, it contains many applications 

to pedagogy. The general psychological standpoint of the author is Lippsian 
with a strong Herbartian flavor. Among the various data discussed the 
following seem to have especial significance. 

Every sensation or perception-according to Offner's somewhat cumber- 
some terminology-sets up a latent functional disposition for its ideational 
reinstatement or reproduction which becomes actual by means of associational 
co-excitations acquired in the course of experience. The only law of asso- 

ciation which modern psychology has found to be valid, states that simultaneous 

mental processes leave behind them a tendency toward subsequent repro- 
duction and a disposition for mutual recall. These two dispositions for recur- 
rence and associational recall may be formed and strengthened even among 
subliminal excitations as well as among non-contiguous members of a conscious 
series. In the latter case, the larger the number of intermediate members, 
the weaker, other things being equal, will be the associational disposition. 
Progressive associations (a-b-c) are, as a rule, stronger than regressive (c-b-a). 
The strength of the dispositions for'recurrence and recall may be measured by 
various experimental methods. This strength is found to be directly propor- 
tional to the intensity, duration, attentive vividness, and number of repeti- 
tions of the mental processes. The number of repetitions saved in the proc- 
ess of relearning 24 hours after the first learning is, on the average, one of the 
former to three of the latter. The effect of successive repetitions for memory 
decreases at first rapidly, later almost imperceptibly. Longer series require 
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